CLIENT REFERENCE:

ULTRA ELECTRONICS
In addition to implementing Microsoft Dynamics 365 for CE at Ultra Electronics, MCA
Connect has been instrumental in continuously upgrading, enhancing, and supporting our
system.
MCA Connect built a seamless integration between Dynamics 365 CE and our ERP system,
Infor SyteLine. With the click of a button account and order data is pushed from CE into
SyteLine, equipping our team with end-to-end visibility, and significantly improving our sales
forecasting. Data points are automatically pulled from SyteLine into CE including accounts,
account addresses, products, orders, invoices, RMAs, and commissions.
The integration is manageable for employees without having to utilize MCA Connect
resources for minor changes. For major changes, MCA’s team is quick to respond and makes
updates in a timely manner. Regular system updates by the team help keep our system
current with Microsoft updates and they can assist with custom code whenever needed.
Our sales process is more optimized and streamlined with Dynamics and MCA Connect.
MCA’s Managed Services team built a portal within CE for 3rd party manufacturer
representatives to easily view their authorized CRM records , a now automated process
that was previously manual. Manufacturer representatives can now work much more
collaboratively with our sales team to easily create and view Accounts, Contacts, Leads,
Opportunities, Quotes and Cases. Lead creation through our website is also now automated
within Dynamics.
MCA is also helping to modernize our system through the Power Platform. They recently
built a canvas Power App within the CE interface to rate and score the strength of CE
Opportunities for better forecasting.
Our partnership with MCA Connect and experience with Dynamics 365 for Customer
Engagement has enhanced sales processes, provided comprehensive visibility for our sales
teams and improved sales forecasting at Ultra Electronics, Energy.

- Chris Brown, Director of Sales & Marketing

